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Abstract

When making decisions involving risk, people may learn about the risk from descriptions or

from experience. The description-experience gap refers to the difference in decision pat-

terns driven by this discrepancy in learning format. Across two experiments, we investigated

whether learning from description versus experience differentially affects the direction and

the magnitude of a context effect in risky decision making. In Study 1 and 2, a computerized

game called the Decisions about Risk Task (DART) was used to measure people’s risk-tak-

ing tendencies toward hazard stimuli that exploded probabilistically. The rate at which a con-

text hazard caused harm was manipulated, while the rate at which a focal hazard caused

harm was held constant. The format by which this information was learned was also manipu-

lated; it was learned primarily by experience or by description. The results revealed that par-

ticipants’ behavior toward the focal hazard varied depending on what they had learned

about the context hazard. Specifically, there were contrast effects in which participants were

more likely to choose a risky behavior toward the focal hazard when the harm rate posed by

the context hazard was high rather than low. Critically, these contrast effects were of similar

strength irrespective of whether the risk information was learned from experience or descrip-

tion. Participants’ verbal assessments of risk likelihood also showed contrast effects, irre-

spective of learning format. Although risk information about a context hazard in DART does

nothing to affect the objective expected value of risky versus safe behaviors toward focal

hazards, it did affect participants’ perceptions and behaviors—regardless of whether the

information was learned from description or experience. Our findings suggest that context

has a broad-based role in how people assess and make decisions about hazards.

Introduction

When making decisions involving risk, one may learn about the potential risk in two different

ways—from description or from experience. Decision from description (DFD) is a term that

refers to when people make decisions after receiving unequivocal information about the values
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and likelihoods of possible outcomes, usually expressed numerically. Decision from experience
(DFE) refers to when people make decisions without this unequivocal information. Instead,

through repeated encounters, they must observe or experience how decision options play out

in order to gain knowledge of possible outcome values and likelihoods. The term description-
experience gap indicates systematic discrepancies between decisions made under these two for-

mats or ways of learning about risk information [1–3].

Research on understanding description-experience gaps has proliferated over the past two

decades. Most of the work has focused on gaps in people’s decisional tendencies relevant to

rare events, but other types of gaps have also been addressed. For instance, recent studies have

found that gaps may emerge in loss aversion [4,5], preference reversal [6], and ambiguity aver-

sion [7–9]. Despite this growing literature on description-experience gaps, the question of

whether a gap would also emerge in how context information influences risky decisions

remains relatively unexplored. Here, we explore a possible description-experience gap in such

context effects.

By context effects, we refer to situations where reactions to risk information about one haz-

ard are affected by salient risk information about another hazard, even though the latter is not

objectively relevant to the task at hand. These context effects can emerge in either one of two

directions, assimilation or contrast. Consider a case in which people learn about a hazard,

which we will call the focal hazard, that has a 20% likelihood of causing harm. In addition, they

learn about another hazard, which we will call a context hazard, that has a 30% likelihood of

causing harm. How will people respond when later faced with the focal hazard? The term

assimilation refers to a shift in evaluated riskiness of the focal hazard towards the riskiness of

the context hazard, whereas the term contrast refers to a shift in evaluated riskiness of the focal

hazard away from the riskiness of the context hazard. In this example where the objective like-

lihoods are 20% for the focal hazard and 30% for the context hazard, an assimilation effect
would indicate that the risk information about the context hazard makes the focal hazard seem

more dangerous than it otherwise would. A contrast effect would indicate that the risk infor-

mation about the context hazard would make the focal hazard seem less dangerous than it oth-

erwise would.

A variety of studies using focal and contextual risk information have revealed contrast

effects in people’s risky decision making [10–12]. However, previous studies relied on experi-

mental paradigms that mainly involved DFD, and therefore it is unclear if a similar contrast

effect would be observed in DFE. For this reason, a systematic comparison of DFD vs. DFE in

context-dependent risky decision making is required. To determine if there is a description-

experience gap in the degree to which context influences risk perception and decisions, we

implemented a computerized game called the Decisions about Risk Task (DART).

Below, we review the current literature on description-experience gaps. We then provide a

brief overview of the current DART paradigm and our rationale for determining if context

effects differ across DFD and DFE with regard to the theoretical perspectives on context

effects. Finally, we report the findings from two experiments that tested if there is a descrip-

tion-experience gap in how context affects risk perception and decision making.

Description-experience gaps

Traditionally, studies on risky decisions were mostly restricted to DFD, using an approach

often referred to as a gambling paradigm. In the typical gambling paradigm, individuals make

a series of decisions among options that explicitly identify possible monetary outcomes and

their probabilities in a numerical format. However, the paradigm does not fully capture the

range of behaviors that are evident in our everyday decisions; we often make choices based on
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past experiences without having a clear outline of the outcomes and probabilities related to the

risk. Consequently, the inclusion of DFE in this research has been growing over the last few

years [1,2,13,14]. Many DFE paradigms build on classical gambling paradigms, whereby par-

ticipants are prompted to choose a gamble of their preference. However, in DFE paradigms,

participants are not provided with known probabilities nor outcomes associated with gambles.

Instead, they obtain information regarding the distribution of a given gamble by either actively

making or passively watching iterative choices and the resultant outcomes [3,15].

By implementing DFE paradigms, researchers have looked for description-experience gaps

in diverse decision phenomena. The most well-known description-experience gap involves

decisions regarding probabilistically rare events, conventionally defined as events with less

than a 20% chance of occurring [2,3,15]. In DFD paradigms, individuals show decision pat-

terns in which they are overly sensitive to the possibility of a rare event. However, in DFE para-

digms, they show decision patterns in which they are less or even under-sensitive to the

possibility of a rare event [3]. This particular form of a description-experience gap has seen a

great deal of attention recently. In fact, the term “description-experience gap” is often inter-

preted as necessarily referring to this particular type of gap. However, it is important to note

that other forms of description-experience gaps have been investigated. As noted earlier, such

gaps have been found in the context of loss aversion [4,5], preference reversal [6], and ambigu-

ity aversion [7–9].

In particular, the type of description-experience gaps most relevant to the current study are

those of the decoy effect [16–18]. The decoy effect—also known as the attraction effect or the

asymmetric dominance effect—refers to a change in preference among equally compelling

options when a less-attractive ‘decoy’ alternative is added to the decision context [19]. Specifi-

cally, the choice share of the option that is similar to, but dominates, the decoy, increases.

Recent findings suggest the presence of a description-experience gap in the decoy effect

[16–18]. Ert & Lejarraga [16] studied the decoy effect in choices among gambles. In their stud-

ies, the decoy effect was observed in DFD, but not in DFE. It is important to note that the

decoy effects in DFE were absent mainly because it was harder for participants to identify the

dominated status of a decoy option when the option sets were learned from experience rather

than from description [16–18]. Similarly, Hadar et al. [18] also demonstrated the description-

experience gap in the decoy effect, but when the differences between the options were made

prominent and easier to identify, participants who were able to recognize the dominance rela-

tionship among the options exhibited a decoy effect in DFE. Participants who failed to recog-

nize the dominance relationship did not exhibit a decoy effect. To summarize, the current

literature suggests that the presence of a decoy may differently affect choices among gambles

depending on whether the choice options were learned from experience vs. description, but

only to the extent that people fail to identify and distinguish a key difference between the

options learned from experience.

Although research on the decoy effect provides some evidence about how description-expe-

rience gaps might or might not be relevant to context effects, the decoy effect is one specific

example within a broad range of phenomena influenced by context. We aimed to investigate

the influence of the DFD vs. DFE formats on the directionality and the magnitude of a basic

form of a context effect—namely, how the probabilistic risk level of one hazard would influ-

ence decisions about another risky hazard. Our approach to studying context effects shares

some broad features with the studies on decoy effects in choices among gambles, but our oper-

ationalizations and paradigm are distinct. Our project was not designed as a specific extension

of findings on the decoy effect, but it does speak to whether those findings about description-

experience gaps generalize across different forms of context effects.
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Overview of the decisions about risk task

We used a specific task—the Decisions about Risk Task (DART)—to study this context effect.

The DART was originally developed to instantiate a virtual experimental environment where

people learn about risks/hazards and then make decisions in light of those risks/hazards [20].

In the current version of the DART, participants played a virtual character with the goal of

accumulating as many points as possible throughout the task. Participants first learned about

how often two hazards they would encounter might explode. Then they had to make a series of

risky decisions related to those hazards.

Critically, two between-participant manipulations were used to test for a description-expe-

rience gap in context effects. First, we manipulated the learning format in which participants

acquired likelihood information about two hazards. Some participants were given numerical

descriptions about the explosion rates of the hazards (i.e., DFD format), whereas other partici-

pants could only learn about the likelihood information from a series of demonstration trials

from which they could estimate the explosion rates of the hazards (i.e., DFE format). Second,

the context risk rate was manipulated. The explosion rate of one of the hazards (hereafter called

the focal hazard) was always fixed at same level (i.e., at 33%), whereas the explosion rate of the

second hazard (hereafter called the context hazard) was varied across groups (i.e., at 20% or

46.7%).

After they learned about the risk information, participants encountered a series of test trials.

In each trial, they needed to choose between a safe path and a risky path (i.e., a path on which

a hazard’s explosion would cause harm). Taking the risky pathway could result in either points

gained from retrieving a coin or points lost if a hazard exploded. Meanwhile, the safe pathway

always offered neither a gain nor loss of points.

On each trial, we recorded the participants’ decisions, allowing us to calculate the propor-

tion of risky choices per hazard by conditions. Our key interests were 1) how the proportion of

risky choices for the focal hazard varied as function of the context risk rate, and 2) whether the

direction or magnitude of this effect varied as a function of learning format. Our study also

included measures of the perceived likelihood of the hazards exploding.

Predictions and theoretical approaches for contrast vs. assimilation in

context effects

We began this study with a clear prediction about how the context-risk-rate manipulation

would influence behavior toward the focal hazard in a DFD format. Specifically, we expected

to observe contrast effects. The grounds for this prediction come from previous evidence that

when people interpret the meaning of numeric risk information, they often compare that

information to other salient risk information, thereby causing contrast effects [10–12,21]. For

example, Windschitl et al. [11] reported that even when participants in two groups were both

informed that women had a 12% risk for a target disease, they held different intuitive beliefs

about how vulnerable women were, as a consequence of one group being told that men’s risk

of the same disease was 4%, and the other being told that it was 20%.

There are several theoretical perspectives that explain contrast effects in DFD formats. One

group of accounts posits that a context stimulus or value can be used as a comparison standard

and can shift the evaluation or categorization of the target. When the focal stimulus or value is

distinct and sufficiently different from a contextually salient stimulus or value, the context

serves as a comparison standard (causing contrast) rather than as informational context that

could have an assimilative influence [22,23]. A closely related notion is that the contextual

stimulus changes the categorization of a focal stimulus. In the present study, the focal hazard

might be categorized as the “more” or “less” dangerous one as a function of the explosion rate
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of the contextual hazard. This categorization itself, which might have gist-like properties, may

impact the response to the focal hazard, even when one is aware of the more precise and verba-

tim rate at which the focal hazard causes harm [24–27].

A selective accessibility account proposed by Mussweiler [28] posits that the directional

influence of context information is shaped by the initial holistic assessment of focal-context

similarity or dissimilarity. This holistic assessment influences individuals to generate different

hypotheses that guide further information search and interpretation. Assuming that an explic-

itly stated hazard-explosion rate of 33% is immediately viewed as different from a rate of 20%

or 46.7%, this immediate assessment might shape expectations and what is noticed about the

focal hazard that was said to have the 33% rate.

Range-frequency theory [29] assumes that evaluations of virtually any stimuli, even explicit

cardinal quantities, are shaped by contextual stimuli. This theory highlights the influence of

both the range and the frequency distribution of contextual stimuli. Applied to the present

study, one could argue that the subjective riskiness of a focal hazard that explodes at 33% is

evaluated differently according to how the context rates shape where 33% falls in the range of

possible rates, and where 33% falls within the rank order of possible rates.

Lastly, a theory called decision by sampling [30] shares some similarities with range-fre-

quency theory in how it accounts for contrast effects. According to decision-by-sampling, evalu-

ating a particular attribute of a focal stimulus involves pairwise comparisons within the sample

distribution of that attribute. That is, the focal attribute is compared in terms of its relative rank

among other attributes that are mainly sampled from the memories of past encounters or exter-

nal contexts that are mentally available to the decision-maker. Following this logic, the model

predicts a contrast effect because the presence of a salient context rate would influence the result

tallies of the pairwise comparisons used to drive decisions about the focal hazard.

In summary, there are a number of theoretical perspectives that attempt to explain and pre-

dict contrast effects in people’s evaluations and responses to a focal hazard when risks are com-

municated explicitly in a numerical format (i.e., in DFD). With this in mind, a key goal of the

current study was to compare how context would influence decisions in DFE vs. DFD. To eval-

uate whether the specific theoretical perspectives mentioned above predict differences in con-

text effects across DFE vs. DFD, we must first appreciate the following fundamental difference

between DFE vs. DFD: unlike DFD, learning about the risk rates in DFE is an incremental pro-

cess. It requires additional cognitive operations, such as encoding outcomes of experienced

events and updating previously held beliefs about a given hazard’s riskiness. As such, when a

person is early in the process of learning risk rates in DFE, there would be no means by which

the person could confidently judge the relative risk rates from two hazards. Only after numer-

ous trials (or iterative learning opportunities) could they make a confident judgment about

how often each hazard causes harm, whether the threat levels are approximately the same or

different, and, if different, which hazard holds the greater threat.

Given the incremental learning involved in the DFE format, some theoretical perspectives

would predict reduced or absent contrast effects in DFE. Specifically, some perspectives would

suggest that if differences between focal and context stimuli cannot be initially detected, robust

contrast effects will not be observed. For instance, if we apply a selective accessibility account

[28] in DFD, the two hazards are known to be different in their explosion rates—triggering

further “difference” expectations and biased processing among most or all participants. How-

ever, in DFE formats, there is no immediate sense of the overall difference or similarity. Given

noise in the early experienced trials, many participants might initially think of the two hazards

as exploding at similar rates, or they might even have an inverted impression of the direction

of difference in the explosion rates. Furthermore, some perspectives would lead to the assump-

tion that if there is ambiguity in the evaluation of focal and context rates—as there would be in
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DFE formats—this might lower the chances that a context rate would be used as an evaluation

standard, or that it might not trigger the two rates to be categorized differently [31–33]. This

would reduce any contrast effect, if not promote assimilation.

There is another potential source of bias that we have not yet mentioned that is relevant to

only DFE. It offers another reason why context effects might have different strength or direc-

tion in DFE relative to DFD. Namely, in DFE, error prone memory may lead to failure in dis-

tinguishing or inhibiting the irrelevant and independent context events when assessing the

riskiness of focal events. This may ultimately bias the perceived rate of the focal risk [34,35].

One may incorrectly recall the explosion of the context hazard as an event related to the focal

hazard or vice versa, blurring the distinction between explosion rates related to two different

types of hazards. This blurring would essentially yield a pattern of results that fits the assimila-

tion direction. For example, when a context hazard has a higher explosion rate compared to

the focal hazard, the focal hazard may also be perceived to have a similarly high explosion rate

—higher than it otherwise would. Again, this source confusion only happens in DFE, and it

therefore provides a potential reason why context effects might have a different strength or

direction in DFE relative to DFD.

Not all of the accounts described assume different results for DFE and DFD. Specifically,

both decision-by-sampling and range-frequency theory suggest that information acquired

through experience will generate an internal distribution of the attribute (i.e., the explosion

rate), facilitating ordinal comparisons between the focal and context hazard, and thus a con-

trast effect. Specifically, decision-by-sampling suggests that the judgments about the focal attri-

bute are made by comparing the relative rank of the value of the focal attribute to an attribute

value selected from the context distribution. Similarly, range-frequency theory emphasizes

that the focal and the context attributes are compared in terms of frequency and range of the

possible values. Both accounts acknowledge that the distribution of context attributes can

emerge not only from descriptive information about the relevant event, but also from a series

of encounters with the event. Following this logic, these models predict contrast effects regard-

less of the learning format.

Recent findings using neurophysiological approaches are also consistent with an expecta-

tion of contrasts effect in DFE [36–38]. That work suggests that the value of an option is

encoded relatively rather than absolutely. For instance, in Palminteri et al. [36], participants

were shown choice pairs that either held overall positive or negative expected values. When

participants succeeded in avoiding a loss in a choice set with an overall negative expected

value, such behavior was reinforced similar to when receiving a reward in a choice set with

overall positive expected values. This relativity in valuation is reflected at the neural level,

whereby encoding of a negative outcome could engage brain areas involved in either reward

vs. punishment processing, depending on the context.

In summary, we predicted a robust contrast effect in DFD. However, the existing literature

on DFE is equivocal. Categorization accounts and the selective accessibility account predict

that there will be an attenuated contrast effect, or even an assimilation effect in DFE. Further-

more, the source confusion account specifies mechanisms that might be in play in DFE that

would bias responses in an assimilative, rather than contrastive, direction. Meanwhile, deci-

sion-by-sampling and range-frequency theory, as well as recent findings from literature using

the neurophysiological approach, point to contrast effects in DFE as in DFD.

Overview of the studies

To investigate the effect of learning format on the direction and magnitude of the context

effect in risky decision making, we conducted two studies. The studies used the DART
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paradigm, which instantiates a virtual environment that allows people to learn about probabil-

ity information (i.e., hazard risk rates) and outcome information (i.e., coin related points) and

make decisions based on the acquired information. In both studies, we examined how deci-

sions about the focal hazards were influenced by manipulations of context-risk rates and learn-

ing formats. For the learning-format manipulation in Study 1, some participants had to learn

risk rates only incrementally from iterative experiences (i.e., experience condition), whereas

other participants were given a summary description of the risk rates after also having iterative

experiences (i.e., description condition). In Study 2, which was largely a replication of Study 1,

this learning-format manipulation was made a bit purer—with iterative experiences being

completely removed from the learning phase within the description condition. Studies 1 and 2

also differed somewhat in how likelihood information was solicited. Finally, in both studies,

the values of coins that could be gained by making a risky decision were varied per trial. While

the impact of coins is not a main focus of this paper (but is briefly reported), the variation in

coin values kept the task interesting and challenging to participants, because it varied the

expected values for risky vs. safe options in the task.

Study 1

Methods

Participants and design. The participants (N = 303) were students from introductory

psychology courses at the University of Iowa. Participants provided verbal informed consents

after reading the consent form approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board

and they were recorded via data entry. The written consent was waived by the board. The

design was a 2 (Learning Format: Experience vs. Description) x 2 (Context Risk Rate: 20% vs.

46.7%) x 3 (Coin Amount: 70, 85, or 100) mixed factorial. The first two factors were between-

participant manipulations.

The target sample size was set at 300. Although the target size was set a priori, it was not

based on a formal power analysis. Instead, it was a rough estimate of what would provide rea-

sonable power, shaped by our experience with other studies using the DART paradigm. The

final sample size of 303 allowed for 80% power to detect a medium sized contrast effect

(d = 0.45) within a given learning format condition or to detect a small-to-medium sized inter-

action (f = 0.16) between learning format and context risk rate [39].

Procedure and task. Participants were tested at individual computers. After a consent

process, participants were introduced to DART. The introduction included the following

information.

1. Participants would be playing a virtual game in which their goal was to earn as many points

as possible before reaching the end of a journey. If they earned more points than the average

player, they would win a candy bar.

2. Participants would control an avatar representing themselves that traveled along a path,

and there were opportunities to collect coins that were worth varying amounts of points.

3. In a given trial, the avatar would encounter a crucial point where the path split in two, and

in the middle of the two pathways there would be an “abandoned device” called a gurg. A

gurg would either crumble or explode when the avatar traveled past it.

4. Participants had to decide which side of the split the avatar should travel on. They were told

that one side of the split would be lined with a wall that protected an avatar from getting

caught in a possible gurg explosion (i.e., safe pathway) while the other side would have no

protective wall, but it would have a coin worth a specified amount of points (i.e., risky
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pathway). More specifically, participants were instructed that if they choose to travel along

an unprotected pathway, they would have the opportunity to collect coin that is worth

either 70, 85, or 100 points. However, they would leave themselves open to damage from a

potential explosion. They were also told that if they are damaged by an exploding gurg, they

would lose 250 points.

5. Participants would have to make a decision by the time their avatar reached the split (5 sec-

onds), otherwise they would lose 20 points repeatedly until the choice was made.

6. There were two types of gurgs that could be encountered, which had different tendencies

regarding how often they would crumble or explode. The overall layout of a given trial is

provided in Fig 1A.

At this point, the instructions provided more information on how the participants would

learn about the tendencies of the two gurgs. In the experience group, participants read: “In

preparation for the journey, you will now watch several trials in which these devices crumble

or explode. By watching what a particular type of device tends to do (i.e., crumble or explode),

you learn useful information about what that type of device will do on the journey.” They then

passively viewed 50 automated demonstration trials played back-to-back. In a given demon-

stration trial, participants would see the avatar passing by a gurg that either exploded or harm-

lessly crumbled. Overall, the rates of exploding vs. crumbling in the demonstration trials were

proportional to the actual explosion rates of the hazards in the main trials. Both types of gurgs

were presented an equal number of times across 50 trials.

Participants in the description group were also introduced to the same 50 demonstration tri-

als. However, upon the completion of the demonstration trials, they were given additional

information—namely explicit, numeric information about the explosion rate of each hazard

(e.g., “The explosion rate for the Orange gurg is 20%. In other words, when the Orange gurg is

shown, it will explode 20% of the time.”).

Crucially, the explosion rate for one of the two gurgs was manipulated between participants.

For half the participants (Group 1 in Fig 1B), the rates for the two gurgs were 33% and 20%.

For the other participants (Group 2 in Fig 1B), the rates were 33% and 46.7%. We call the gurg

that exploded at a 33% rate the focal gurg. We call the other gurg the context gurg. Note that in

the perspective of participants, the two gurgs would appear to differ only in explosion rates,

and that the distinction between the focal and context gurgs would not be known to them.

After learning about the explosion rates of the gurgs, and before the start of the main test

phase of the DART, participants were informed about mini-games that would be included

between test trials (one mini-game per interlude). The mini-games were very simple, brief,

and conceptually unrelated to the purpose of the DART and to the test trials described below

(e.g., using the computer mouse to guide one’s avatar on the chase of a floating coin). They

were inserted to simply break up what otherwise may have been a monotonous series of trials.

The test phase contained 60 trials (Fig 1A). Each trial proceeded in a manner consistent

with the introductory instructions seen by the participants. The avatar approached the split at

a fixed speed. Participants could see where the coin and protective wall were located, and what

coin amount was offered in that trial. To select their path at the split, participants would click

on one of the arrows that pointed toward the left and right pathways. If the response time

exceeded 5 seconds, the avatar would bounce against the split and a “-20” would drift out from

that area to signify the loss of 20 points. Once participants indicated their decision, the feed-

back was provided in a form of animation displaying the gurg either exploding or crumbling,

with the points lost or earned shown on the side, respectively. In case of a gurg explosion,
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participants who chose the risky pathway kept the points from the coin but also suffered loss

of 250 points. The total points that participants had accrued throughout the task were shown

at the corner of the screen.

Total of 60 trials were divided into two blocks with 30 trials each. On a given trial in the test

phase, participants would encounter one of the two gurgs and a coin worth one of three

amounts (70, 85, or 100 points). The coin values were independent of explosion rate. Conse-

quently, a given participant experienced repetitions of six unique trial types. Table 1 provides

the summary of the six trial types and their expected value. The six trial types were repeated

ten times respectively. These repetitions were block randomized such that within the first

block, all six trial types happened five times. On all trials, the coin appeared opposite the pro-

tective wall, and the relative positions of the safe and risky paths were counterbalanced across

trials.

Fig 1. Decisions about Risk Task (DART). (A) Illustration of a trial in the DART used in Study 1 and 2. (B)

Illustration of between-participant context risk rate manipulation. Focal hazards had identical risk rate across groups

while context hazards differed across groups.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.g001
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Additionally, for twelve random trials within the second block, participants were asked to

give a likelihood judgment upon the presentation of the trial. In those trials, participants had

to indicate how likely it was that the gurg would explode. They responded with a slider scale

marked every tenth percent that ranged from ‘0%, Definitely will not explode’ to ‘100%, Defi-

nitely will explode’. After they submitted the response, the trial resumed as normal, and partic-

ipants submitted their choice between the risky or safe pathway.

After completing the DART, participants were asked to answer demographic questions and

exploratory measures before being debriefed. Those who earned points above the average

received a candy bar of their choice.

Results

Preliminary notes. We analyzed the data from the trials involving the context gurg sepa-

rately from the trials involving the focal gurg. Again, the explosion rate of the focal gurg was

the same across all participants (33%), whereas the rate for the context gurg was 20% for half

of the participants but 46.7% for the other half. Our primary interest was in decisions and like-

lihood judgments about the focal gurg. However, for each outcome measure, we start by

describing the results for the context gurg. Descriptive statistics are provided in upper panel of

Table 2.

Preliminary analyses revealed that the counterbalancing of gurg color across focal vs. con-

text assignments and the position of the protective wall did not substantially change interpreta-

tion of any key results, so we have collapsed across the counterbalancing for all subsequent

Table 1. Summary of expected values (EV) offered in risky and safe choice in Study 1 and 2.

Study 1 Risky Pathway Safe Pathway

Points Lost (p) Points Won (p) EV EV

Focal Identical across groups -250 (0.33) 70 (1) -12.5 0

-250 (0.33) 85 (1) 2.5 0

-250 (0.33) 100 (1) 17.5 0

Context 20% Context group -250 (0.20) 70 (1) 20 0

-250 (0.20) 85 (1) 35 0

-250 (0.20) 100 (1) 50 0

46.7% Context group -250 (0.46) 70 (1) -45 0

-250 (0.46) 85 (1) -30 0

-250 (0.46) 100 (1) -15 0

Study 2 Risky Pathway Safe Pathway

Points Lost (p) Points Won (p) EV EV

Focal Identical across groups -150 (0.33) 50 (0.67) -16 0

-150 (0.33) 75 (0.67) 0.75 0

-150 (0.33) 100 (0.67) 17.5 0

Context 20% Context group -150 (0.20) 50 (0.80) 10 0

-150 (0.20) 75 (0.80) 30 0

-150 (0.20) 100 (0.80) 50 0

46.7% Context group -150 (0.46) 50 (0.54) -42 0

-150 (0.46) 75 (0.54) -28.5 0

-150 (0.46) 100 (0.54) -15 0

Points Lost/Won indicate the amount of points that could be won or lost by choosing the given risky option, and (p) indicates its probability. Safe choice guaranteed

zero points at 100% probability.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.t001
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analyses. In the ANOVAs reported below, coin amount always had main effects in a sensible

direction. That is, people were more likely to choose the risky path when the trial involved a

high-value vs. low-value coin. Aside from a few minor exceptions, coin amount did not inter-

act with other key factors. Given that our main hypotheses did not differ as a function of the

coin amount, we will only briefly report on the effects of coin below.

For each set of ANOVAs described in the sections below, full statistical reporting can be

found in the supporting information (S1-S4 Tables in S1 Appendix). Given our main depen-

dent variables were proportions (per cell), we also checked if arcsine square root transforma-

tions of the proportion data would substantially influence any of our main results from the

ANOVAs [40]. They did not. Therefore, we report the ANOVAs on the untransformed data.

A logistic regression approach to analyzing the data yields the same conclusions (see S5

Table in S1 Appendix for the logistic regressions).

Decisions about context gurgs. For each combination of block and coin, we calculated

the percentage of times (out of five) a participant chose the risky path for trials involving a con-

text gurg. We submitted these values to a 2 (Block) x 3 (Coin) x 2 (Context Risk Rate) x 2

(Learning Format) ANOVA, with the first two factors as repeated measures (Fig 2A). This

analysis may be considered as a manipulation check to make sure participants were sensitive

to the relevant outcome and probability information on a given trial. The results revealed that

participants were indeed sensitive to the information. A main effect of context risk rate showed

that participants encountering a context gurg were more likely to take a risk when the explo-

sion rate for the context gurg was 20% as opposed to 46.7%, F(1, 299) = 42.59, p< .001, ηp
2 =

.13 [41]. Also, the main effect of coin revealed that participants were more likely to take risks

as the amount of coin increased, F(1.81, 298) = 83.37, p< .001, ηp
2 = .22 (Fig 3A). These effects

of explosion rate and coin were not significantly qualified by the format (experience or

description), nor block. No other notable effects were significant (see S1 Table in S1 Appendix

for full statistics).

Decisions about the focal gurgs. Our primary interest was in how the context risk rate

would impact decisions made about the focal gurg—which always had the same explosion rate

(33%)—and whether this impact would vary as a function of learning format. For each

Table 2. Summary of descriptive statistics for Studies 1 and 2.

Study 1 Context Hazard Risk Rate % of Risky Choices Likelihood Judgment

Experience Description Experience Description

Focal Trials C = 20% 59.82 (18.9) 57.53 (17.16) 48.76 (14.2) 41.51 (11.62)

C = 46.7% 64.68 (13.59) 68.92 (14.20) 51.42 (12.28) 42.74 (10.38)

Context Trials C = 20% 68.18 (19.08) 69.00 (15.99) 46.31 (15.55) 34.42 (14.94)

C = 46.7% 56.58 (18.68) 54.01 (17.00) 55.85 (11.55) 48.93 (8.66)

Study 2 Context Hazard Risk Rate % of Risky Choices Likelihood Judgment

Experience Description Experience Description

Focal Trials C = 20% 51.83 (21.73) 50.34 (22.60) 4.55 (0.89) 4.22 (0.97)

C = 46.7% 56.13 (19.90) 56.57 (21.11) 4.30 (0.88) 3.96 (0.98)

Context Trials C = 20% 60.45 (20.26) 63.77 (20.84) 4.03 (0.89) 3.74 (1.08)

C = 46.7% 42.90 (22.32) 42.86 (22.66) 4.72 (0.86) 4.65 (0.90)

Parenthetical numbers reflect standard deviations. C and F indicates risk rate of context and focal hazard, respectively. Note that focal risk rates (i.e., F = 33%) are

identical across all context risk rate conditions. For the choice dependent variable, a contrast effect would be evident when the rate of risky choices on focal trials is

higher in the group where the context-hazard risk rate is 46.7% than where it is 20%. For the likelihood-judgment dependent variable, a contrast effect would be evident

when the judgments on focal trials is lower in the group where the context-hazard risk rate is 46.7% than where it is 20%.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.t002
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combination of block and coin, we calculated the percentage of times (out of five) a participant

chose the risky path. We submitted these values to a 2 (Block) x 3 (Coin) x 2 (Context Risk

Rate) x 2 (Learning Format) ANOVA (Fig 2B). As expected, coin amount again significantly

affected risky choices; people made more risky choices when the larger coin amounts were

offered, F(1.89, 298) = 94.02, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .24 (Fig 3B). More importantly, the main effect

for context risk rate was also significant, F(1, 299) = 19.25, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .06. Participants

were more likely to take risks in focal gurg trials when the context gurg exploded at a 46.7%

rate than at a 20% rate. This pattern confirms a contrast effect; participants’ risk taking

Fig 2. Summary of Study 1 results. C and F indicate risk rates of context and focal hazard, respectively. Note that

focal risk rates (i.e., F = 33%) are identical across all context risk rate conditions. (A) Mean proportion of risky choices

in context-hazard trials, (B) Mean proportion of risky choices in focal-hazard trials, (C) Mean likelihood judgment for

context hazards, (D) Mean likelihood judgment for focal hazards. Black bars indicate the experience condition and

white bars indicate the description condition. The numbers above the bars indicates the mean for each condition.

Error bar indicates ± 1 S.E.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.g002

Fig 3. Summary of Study 1 results regarding coin manipulation. C and F indicate risk rate of context and focal

hazard, respectively. Note that focal risk rates (i.e., F = 33%) are identical across all context risk rate conditions. (A)

Mean proportion of risky choices in context-hazard trials across varying amount of coins, (B) Mean proportion of

risky choices in focal-hazard trials across varying amount of coins. Error bar indicates ± 1 S.E.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.g003
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tendency in focal gurg trials (which maintained an identical explosion rate across the groups)

was influenced by the explosion rate of the context hazard. Risk tasking on these focal trials

was higher when the context risk rate was high rather than low. However, this pattern did not

significantly differ as a function of learning format, F(1, 299) = .28, p = .598. The contrast effect

was about the same among participants in the description group as it was among participants

who only learned about the likelihood information incrementally from experiences (i.e., expe-

rience group). Given the potential importance of this null effect, we computed the Bayes factor

for it (BF01 = 3.61). BF01 values at 1 are considered as no evidence, whereas BF01 values of 1 to

3 are considered as showing anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis, 3 to 10 as substantial,

10 to 30 as strong, 30 to 100 as very strong, and values greater than 100 as decisive evidence

against the alternative [42]. Therefore, the BF01 of 3.61 implies substantial evidence for the

null.

The contrast effect did not significantly interact with the coin amount, but there was a

small, significant interaction with the block, F(1, 299) = 5.45, p = .020, adj Ẑ2
p = .02. Namely, we

found significant contrast effects both in the first and the last block, and the magnitude of con-

trast effect was slightly larger in the first blocks than in the last.

Likelihood judgments about the context gurgs. For each level of coin amount, we calcu-

lated the average likelihood judgment from the trials involving a context gurg. We submitted

these rates to a 3 (Coin) x 2 (Context Risk Rate) x 2 (Learning Format) ANOVA, with the coin

factor as a repeated measure (Fig 2C). The main effect of coin was not significant, F(2, 298) =

.84, p = .434. This result was not surprising considering that the likelihood judgment trials

solicited the assessment of the explosion rate of the gurg independently from the outcome

information such as the coin amount. The significant main effect of the explosion rate indi-

cated a sensible pattern where participants assessed the context gurg with 46.7% explosion rate

to be more likely to explode than the one with the 20% explosion rate, F(1, 299) = 64.88, p<
.001, adj Ẑ2

p = .18. Lastly, we also found a significant main effect of learning format, F(1, 299) =

39.68, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p =. 12. Specifically, overall likelihood judgments from the description

group were lower than that of the experience group.

Likelihood judgments about the focal gurgs. As with likelihood judgments for the con-

text gurg, we submitted likelihood judgments for the focal gurg to a 3 (Coin) x 2 (Context Risk

Rate) x 2 (Learning Format) ANOVA, with the coin factor as a repeated measure (Fig 2D).

The main effects for coin, F(2, 298) = .99, p = .371, and the explosion rate, F(1, 299) = 1.91, p =

.167, were not significant. We found significant main effect in the learning format, F(1, 299) =

32.31, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .10. Again, participants in the description group had lower likelihood

judgments compared to the experience group.

Discussion

The main goal of Study 1 was to investigate the direction and the magnitude of influence that a

context hazard exerts on the decisions about a focal hazard, and whether this influence is

affected by the format by which people learn risk information. We found a significant effect of

the context risk rate. Specifically, participants’ decisions regarding the focal gurg differed as a

function of the context gurg. The pattern of responses indicated a contrast effect; participants

made choices as if the riskiness of the focal gurg was in contrast to that of the context gurg.

Participants in the condition where the context gurg’s explosion rate was at 20% made fewer

risky decisions on focal-gurg trials than did participants in the condition where the context

gurg’s explosion rate was at 46.7%. This contrast effect was not moderated as a function of the

learning format—i.e., whether people learned about gurgs’ explosion rates only by observing

the demonstration trials vs. by also receiving explicit, numeric rate information. Said
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differently, there was no description-experience gap. These results broadly favor the perspec-

tives that predict contrast effects in both DFD and DFE (i.e., decision-by-sampling model and

range-frequency theory) over the accounts that predict attenuated/null contrast effects in DFE

(i.e., categorization accounts or selective accessibility account).

Alternatively, the lack of description-experience gap could be explained by a methodologi-

cal issue in the current design. Namely, in the “description” condition, participants were given

descriptive information about the hazards only after they had iterative experiences in the dem-

onstration trials. A more complete name for this condition might be the “experience and

description condition.” This methodological feature perhaps weakened the operationalized

difference between our DFD and DFE manipulation. It is still instructive that the numerical

information presented in current description condition did not seem to alter the observed

contrast effect. However, these results leave open the question of whether the description-

experience gap would be observed if the descriptive information in the description condition

was presented immediately, rather than after experiential learning had started. This issue was

addressed in Study 2 by refining the manipulation of learning format.

An unsurprising feature of the results from Study 1 was that coin amounts influenced

choices. Participants made more risky choices when the coin amount on the risky path was

larger rather than smaller. This indicates that the participants were, in general, capable of dis-

cerning advantageous vs. disadvantageous options based on the expected values. At the same

time, these distinctions made between the advantageous vs. disadvantageous options were far

from perfect; we did not observe fully-consistent risk-seeking behavior for advantageous

options nor fully-consistent risk-averse behavior for disadvantageous options. This is under-

standable given the dynamic nature of the DART paradigm which does not easily allow partici-

pants to explicitly calculate the expected values offered in a given trial.

An additional issue is whether participants’ likelihood judgments showed patterns that

matched those on the behavioral choice measures. They did not. First, there was a significant

main effect of the learning format for both the context- and focal-gurg trials. That is, participants

in the experience condition judged the gurgs more likely to explode overall, compared to those in

the description condition. We speculate that this merely reflects the consequences of numeric

anchoring. Participants in the description condition were given an explicit numeric risk rate, on

which their later probability estimates tended to be anchored. There was no such anchor for par-

ticipants in the experience condition. Without that anchor, and with uncertainty about the actual

risk levels, they were more likely to use mid-level probabilities, which were overestimates.

Second, we did not find context effects in likelihood judgments as we did in risky choices.

That is, participants’ likelihood judgments about the focal gurg did not differ as a function of

the context gurg’s explosion rate. The possible reasons for such inconsistency could be related

to when and how we solicited the likelihood judgments. The likelihood judgment trials were

presented only in the second half of the test phase. As reported, the context effect on behavior

measures was larger in the first block of trials than in the last block. Therefore, it is possible

that participants’ impressions of likelihood were initially affected by context information, but

this effect faded by the time we solicited them. Furthermore, we solicited likelihood judgments

on numeric scales, which may have encouraged a response strategy that precludes sensitivity

to the contextual effects [11,43–45]. For instance, when providing a numeric likelihood judg-

ment for the focal hazard, participants may have deliberatively dwelled on proportion infor-

mation they had seen or experienced. This is a reasonable strategy for giving the most accurate

numeric estimates. But because of this strategy, the numeric scale might have missed the possi-

bility that the context rate shifted participants’ more intuitive, vaguely formed expectations

about what the focal gurg would do on the current trial [43,44]. One of the changes introduced

in Study 2 is relevant to this issue.
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Study 2

In Study 2, we aimed to replicate the findings from Study 1, with the additional goal of

addressing possible concerns about the study design, which we describe below. One of the

main issues from Study 1 was that the operationalization of the description-vs.-experience fac-

tor may have been insufficient to create the strong experimental difference required for a

description-experience gap. Participants in the description condition of that study learned

about the hazards not solely based on the description of their explosion rate, but also through

the 30 demonstration trials. In Study 2, we strengthened the manipulation by removing the

demonstration trials from the learning phase for participants in the description condition.

Their learning phase consisted of reading about the summarized risk rates.

A second change was in the time and manner in which we measured likelihood judgments.

Recall that we suspected that using the numerical likelihood judgment scale in the latter half of

the trials may have led to the lack of contrast effects on likelihood judgments in Study 1. In

Study 2, we counterbalanced the order in which likelihood judgments were made—early or

late. We also used a verbal likelihood scale instead of a numerical one, since verbal scales may

be better at reflecting participants’ intuitive expectations about how hazards would behave

[43,44].

Additionally, minor changes were made to the instructions, hazard stimuli, and point sys-

tem. In Study 2, the hazards took the form of tower buildings instead of gurgs. This change

was devised to minimize a potential misinterpretation where participants perceive the gurgs as

animate objects that blow up intentionally to hurt them. By using towers instead of gurgs, we

could convey to participants that the hazards are inanimate, and the harms afflicted by the haz-

ards are unintentional. There were also changes to the coin amounts and the penalty calcula-

tions (see Table 1 Study 2). The instructions were modified to incorporate such changes in the

task. However, we did not expect these modifications to be consequential to the overall setup

of the DART task nor to the main results.

Methods

Participants and design. The participants (N = 585) were students from introductory

psychology courses at the University of Iowa. Participants provided verbal informed consents

after reading the consent form approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board

and they were recorded via data entry. The written consent was waived by the board. The

design was a 2 (Verbal Likelihood Judgment Order: 1st block vs. 3rd block) x 2 (Learning For-

mat: Experience vs. Description) x 2 (Context Risk Rate: 20% vs. 46.7%) x 3 (Coin Amount:

50, 75, or 100) mixed factorial, similar to Study 1. The first three factors were manipulated

between participants.

We aimed for a sample size of at least 450. As in Study 1, this target sample size was not

based on a formal power analysis but rather a rough estimate of what would provide reason-

able power given the prior results and the fact that this study added an order manipulation. In

the semester that 450 was reached, we continued data collection (without analyzing data) until

the end of the term, because we had a convenient opportunity to boost our sample size given

an oversupply of potential research participants in that term. The final sample size of 585

allowed for 80% power to detect a small-to-medium sized contrast effect (d = 0.33) within a

given learning format condition or to detect a small sized interaction (f = 0.11) between learn-

ing format and context risk rate [39].

Task and procedure. The overall procedure of the task was identical to that of Study 1,

except for following modifications.
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1. Instead of the gurgs, participants were introduced to two types of abandoned towers that

differed in colors. They were instructed that these towers “either violently collapse or harm-

lessly remain standing.” The violently collapsing of a tower in Study 2 is analogous to explo-

sion of a gurg in Study 1. To avoid confusion, we will continue to use the terms “explosion”

and “explosion rate” throughout this paper.

2. The penalties were computed differently from Study 1. Participants caught in the explosion

suffered a penalty of 150 and did not get to keep the coins. To balance the resultant change

of expected values in the point system, the risky pathway offered a chance to obtain coin

amounts that were worth either 50, 75, or 100 rather than 70, 85, or 100 (see Table 1 Study

2).

3. In the learning phase, the distinction between the description and the experience group was

purer than in Study 1. That is, for learning about explosion rates, the description group was

provided only with the information in a numerical format, whereas the experience group

was presented only with the 50 demonstration trials.

4. The numerical likelihood judgments were replaced by verbal likelihood judgments. In the

likelihood judgment trials—and prior to making a path decision—participants had to indi-

cate how likely it was that a given tower would collapse (which again, we will refer to as

exploding). They used a 7-point response scale that ranged from ‘extremely unlikely’ to

‘extremely likely.’

5. Depending on counterbalancing, participants either made verbal likelihood judgments in

the first or third block.

6. Similar to Study 1, there were six unique trial types (i.e., combination of two types of towers

and three coin amounts). However, a given trial type was repeated nine times, thus yielding

a total of 54 test trials. These repetitions were block randomized across three blocks, such

that within one block, all six trial types were presented three times.

Results

Preliminary notes. The analyses reported below focused primarily on the issues of a priori
interest. Descriptive statistics are provided in the lower panel of Table 2. Given the large sam-

ple size and the number of factors involved in the ANOVAs, there were some unanticipated

main effects or interactions that reached conventional levels of statistical significance (p<
.05). However, these effects are only discussed when they would change conclusions about the

main issue under investigation and/or had a partial eta squared of at least .01. Full ANOVA

tables can be found in the supporting information (S6-S9 Tables in S1 Appendix).

In the following sections, we will only focus on analyses for trials involving focal towers,

rather than context towers. As in Study 1, analyses of the context trials revealed that partici-

pants were more likely to choose the risky pathway when the tower exploded at a lower rate

than at a higher rate. Also, participants took more risks when the coin amount was high rather

than low.

As in Study 1, we submitted our proportional data to an arcsine square root transformation

[40], and performed identical analyses. The findings were consistent with the results from

original data, and thus we report the findings from analysis using the original data. Addition-

ally, a full statistical reporting result of logistic regression can be found in the supporting infor-

mation (see S10 Table in S1 Appendix).

Decisions about focal towers. We submitted risky decision rates from focal trials to a 3

(Coin) x 3 (Block) x 2 (Context Risk Rate) x 2 (Format) x 2 (Likelihood Judgment Block
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Presentation Order) ANOVA, with the first two factors as repeated measures (Fig 4A). The

overall pattern of results replicated the key findings from Study 1. The main effect of the con-

text risk rate was again significant, F(1, 576) = 8.90, p = .003, adj Ẑ2
p = .02. That is, there was a

contrast effect in which participants in the 46.7% context risk rate condition were more likely

to choose the risky pathway in focal trials compared to those in the 20% condition. Also as in

Study 1, this contrast effect did not significantly differ as a function of format, F(1, 576) = .29,

p = .767. In fact, the contrast effects were remarkably similar in the experience and description

conditions. Given the potential importance of this null effect, we computed the Bayes factor

for it (BF01 = 15.55). This constitutes strong evidence for the null.

There were no major surprises in the analyses involving coins. Coin amounts again affected

decisions, F(1.87, 2265.94) = 296.21, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .34. Participants chose the risky path-

way more when the higher amount of coin was offered. The coin amounts did not interact

with either of the key factors; the interaction between coin amounts and learning format was

not significant, F(1.87, 3019.16) = 2.47, p = .089, nor was the interaction between coin amounts

and context risk rate, F(1.87, 604.63) = .49, p = .597.

The effects of block and verbal likelihood judgment order were involved in a number of inter-

actions. Rather than report all of those exhaustively, we will focus on targeted comparisons of

most importance. Like Study 1, the impact of the context risk rate was stronger in early trials. The

Block x Context Risk Rate was significant, F(2, 575) = 8.04, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p =. 027. The three-way

interaction term that also included format was not significant, F(2, 575) = .181, p = .909. When we

restricted this type of analysis to just the two “decision-only blocks” (those in which no likelihood

judgments were solicited), we saw similar results. The magnitude of the observed contrast effects

were stronger when those blocks were at the beginning vs. end of the test phase, F(1, 576) = 7.16,

p = .008, adj Ẑ2
p = .01. More specifically, the contrast effect in the decision-only blocks was robust

when those blocks came first, F(1, 287) = 14.71, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .05, but not when they came

last, F(1, 289) = .08, p = .929. Finally, we also examined the impact of context on decisions in the

block that also involved likelihood judgments. For this block, the contrast effect was significant,

F(1, 576) = 6.55, p = .011, adj Ẑ2
p = .01. The magnitude of the contrast effect did not significantly

differ as a function of block order, F(1, 576) = .06, p = .810.

Fig 4. Summary of Study 2 results. C and F indicate risk rates of context and focal hazard, respectively. Note that focal

risk rates (i.e., F = 33%) are identical across all context risk rate conditions. (A) Mean proportion of risky choices in

focal-hazard trials, (B) Mean likelihood judgment for focal hazards. Black bars indicate the experience condition and

white bars indicate the description condition. The numbers above the bars indicate the mean for each condition. Error

bar indicates ± 1 S.E.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245969.g004
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Likelihood judgments about focal towers. We calculated the average likelihood judg-

ment per coin level for the trials involving a focal tower. We submitted these values to a 3

(Coin) x 2 (Context Risk Rate) x 2 (Likelihood Judgment Block Presentation Order) x 2 (For-

mat) ANOVA, with the coin factor as a repeated measure (Fig 4B). Unlike in Study 1, we

found a significant main effect of context risk rate, F(1, 576) = 10.60, p = .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .02. Par-

ticipants in the 20% context risk rate condition judged the focal tower more likely to explode

than those in the 46.7% group. The result confirms that the contrast effect may emerge in like-

lihood judgments as well as in behavioral measures. The magnitude of the contrast effect did

not differ as a function of whether likelihood judgments were prompted on trials at the start or

at the end of the task, F(1, 576) = .20, p = .657.

Also, there was a significant main effect of format, where participants in the description

group showed lower likelihood judgments than in the experience group, F(1, 576) = 18.55, p<
.001, adj Ẑ2

p = .03. Finally, an unexpected main effect of coin revealed that likelihood judgments

were higher for the trials with the higher coin amount compared to the smaller amount F(1.89,

2274.37) = 10.86, p< .001, adj Ẑ2
p = .02.

Discussion

The current study replicated the main results from the Study 1. There was a contrast effect on

behavioral choices, with participants in the 46.7% context rate group making more risky

choices in the focal-tower trials than those in the 20% group. The learning format again did

not significantly qualify this contrast effect. It is notable that we again found a similar contrast

effect across the two formats even when we used a better manipulation of the description-vs.-

experience factor. Unlike Study 1, the learning phase for participants in the description condi-

tion started with participants viewing summarized numerical information about the hazards’

explosion rate; there were no iterative learning trials in the learning phase of the description

condition.

Analyses also revealed that, whereas the contrast effect was robust immediately at the start

of the test phase (and was significant in analyses that collapsed across all trials), it tended to

weaken by the final block. Exactly why it weakened is uncertain. One possibility is that repeat-

edly experiencing the costs or benefits of making decisions about specific hazards helped peo-

ple ignore irrelevant across-hazard comparisons. The implications of this order effect are

addressed more in the General Discussion.

Another noteworthy finding is that, unlike Study 1, we found a contrast effect in partici-

pants’ likelihood judgments for focal towers. Participants in the 20% context rate group judged

the focal towers to be more likely to explode compared to those in the 46.7% group, which

matches the contrast effect observed in their behavioral choices. The difference between the

findings from Studies 1 and 2 might be partially due to the placement of the block that

included likelihood judgments in the trials. In Study 1, this block was always at the very end of

the study, whereas in Study 2, the block was counterbalanced to appear either at the beginning

or at the end of the study. However, we suspect that an important reason for the difference in

findings concerns how we solicited likelihood judgments. Participants in Study 2 were

prompted to assess the perceived riskiness of each hazard on a scale marked with verbal

expressions of chance (i.e., extremely unlikely—extremely likely) rather than the numerical

anchors used in Study 1 (i.e., 0% - 100%). The numeric scale may have encouraged a response

strategy that precludes sensitivity to the contextual effects [11,43–45]. Participants using the

numeric scale in Study 1 may have deliberatively dwelled on proportion information they had

seen or experienced when estimating likelihood. Knowledge of this proportion information

might remain intact and unbiased by context, even as participants’ intuitions about what is
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likely to happen on a trial shift as a function of context. Various studies have shown that verbal

scales are sometimes better at detecting contextual factors that influence intuitive impressions

of uncertainty, and these intuitive impressions are often key drivers of decisions and behaviors

[11,43–46]. If the results of Study 2 were not available, the lack of contrast effects on likelihood

judgments in Study 1 might be interpreted as suggesting that the contrast effects in behavior

were a mere consequence of a behavioral strategy that did not involve any distortions of the

perceived riskiness of hazards. The significant contrast effect on likelihood judgments in Study

2 casts doubt on that interpretation and suggests that there were important distortions in the

perceived riskiness of the focal hazard.

Lastly, we will note two additional findings regarding likelihood judgments. First, as in

Study 1, participants in the experience group gave higher likelihood judgments than did those

in the description group. More about this interesting but tangential finding will be said in the

General Discussion. Second, there was an unexpected finding involving coin amounts that is

also intriguing, albeit not particularly germane to the rest of the paper. Participants judged the

towers to be more risky in the trials that offered larger (vs. smaller) coin amounts. Exactly why

this happened is unknown. The effect might be related to the risk-reward heuristic [47,48],

where people infer the level of risk from the magnitude of the payoffs offered, which tend to

correlate positively in many environments. The effect was not present in Study 1, so it might

be unique to intuitive risk impressions that are tapped by verbal likelihood measures.

General discussion

The main goal of the project was to determine how the format in which people learn about the

riskiness of hazards affects the magnitude and the direction of context effects. Across two

experiments, we investigated context effects that biased the perceived riskiness of hazards and

the responses to them. Using the DART, we measured participants’ responses to hazards in a

dynamic setup that is analogous to everyday decision contexts where people learn and make

decisions about potential risks. In both studies, the learning format and the risk rates of the

context hazards were manipulated. Study 1 revealed reliable contrast effects in behavioral

responses; participants made more risky choices for focal hazards when the context risk rate

was high compared to when it was low. However, this effect did not vary as a function of the

learning format. For Study 2, we refined the learning-format manipulation to instantiate a

clearer distinction between the description and experience condition. Nevertheless, the results

replicated the main findings from Study 1; the behavioral responses again revealed a significant

contrast effect that was not moderated by the learning format.

The results for likelihood judgments were slightly different across Studies 1 and 2, but this

was likely due to methodological changes that we made in Study 2 to address potential weak-

nesses in Study 1. In Study 2, a contrast effect was observed in people’s likelihood judgments

consistent with the contrast effect found in their behavior, whereas we did not find such con-

sistency in Study 1. Among the changes we introduced in Study 2, we suspect that using a ver-

bal scale for soliciting likelihood judgments (instead of a numerical one) played a central role.

The verbal scale, but not the numeric one, was effective at capturing how participant’s intuitive

impressions about the focal hazards’ riskiness were distorted by the risk level of the contextual

hazard [45,46].

As discussed in the Introduction, the contrast effect observed in DFD can be explained in a

variety of ways, many of which are interrelated. First, it is possible that in DFD, contrast effects

could be driven by the categorization or gist-like evaluation of the focal hazard relative to the

distinct context hazard [22–27]. Second, a selective accessibility account would suggest that

the explicit description of riskiness would facilitate a selective search for dissimilarity between
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the focal and context hazards to confirm the discrepancy hypothesis (26). Third, decision-by-

sampling highlights that riskiness of the hazards are compared in a pairwise fashion, which

would involve assessments based on the differences in hazards’ riskiness, resulting in a contrast

effect [30,49]. Lastly, according to range-frequency theory, focal hazards would be assessed in

light of how the range and frequency of the context attributes are distributed [29]. Different

context risk rates would generate different context distributions, altering the position on

which the focal hazard would be mapped.

Although each of these accounts have the potential to explicate the contrast effects observed

in the DFD format within our DART paradigm, not all of them would predict similar contrast

effects in the DFE format. If we had observed either a null effect or an assimilation effect in

our DFE condition rather than a contrast effect, such results would have favored some per-

spectives over others. We discussed three such accounts in the Introduction. First, the selective

accessibility account [28] is one that could have been applied to explain a description-experi-

ence gap. According to the account, the dissimilarities between the context and focal hazards

would not be distinguished immediately in DFE as in DFD, because the risk levels for the haz-

ards have to be learned over repeated experiences. Because the overall difference between the

hazards would not be detected immediately, selective search for the instances that confirm the

distinction between the two hazards would be also unlikely to occur, ultimately causing a

smaller (or absent or reversed) context effect in DFE than in DFD. The categorization account

is a second approach that would have been favored if a description-experience gap had been

detected [24–27]. According to this account, people would have initial difficulty in categoriz-

ing the riskiness of the hazards more in DFE than in DFD. This is because such categorization

would require at least some repeated exposure to the hazards in order to generate impressions

about them. Third, we also mused about the possibility that an assimilation effect might occur

in DFE (but not DFD) due to source confusion [34], although we deemed this to be less likely.

Given that we found equivalently sized contrast effects in DFD and DFE, the findings favor

accounts whose mechanisms would presumably operate similarly in DFD and DFE. Both deci-

sion-by-sampling [30,49] and range-frequency theory [29] fit this description. Again, deci-

sion-by-sampling posits pairwise comparisons between the value of a focal attribute and a

value from a context distribution. Specifically, the context distribution includes both informa-

tion present at the time of assessment, but also knowledge from past encounters and experi-

ences. Therefore, even when the explicit descriptions of the attributes—such as explosion rates

of hazards—are unavailable, the accumulated experience of attribute values can lead to a con-

trast effect because one of these values could be included in a pairwise comparison with of the

focal-attribute value. Likewise, range-frequency theory could account for similar contrast

effects in the two learning formats. Both range and frequency distributions can be generated

from repeated experiences and descriptive information. In turn, the focal hazard would be

assessed based on the range and frequency distribution that is in essence the same, regardless

of the learning format. Additionally, the contrast effect in DFE is consistent with what has

been suggested by neurophysiological research regarding the contextual modulation of value

[36–38]. In summary, decision-by-sampling, range-frequency theory and evidence supporting

the contextual value adaptation all successfully account for the context effects found across

DFD and DFE, whereas some theoretical approaches such as the categorization or selective

accessibility accounts do not.

Comparing the description-experience gaps

Our findings produced no evidence of a description-experience gap, whereas other studies

have found reliable gaps (for review see [15]). We do not consider this to be an inconsistency
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in the literature because the type of gap tested in our studies was conceptually quite different

from the most prominently discussed description-experience gap [2,3]. In the widely-

researched gap, the focus is on the under- vs. over-weighting of the rare events, whereas our

focus was on the biasing influence of context.

More closely related to our findings are those from studies that investigated decoy effects in

the description-experience gap. Ert and Lejarraga [16] found that the decoy effect was

observed only in a DFD condition, and not in DFE. The authors suggested that the decoy effect

in DFD arises when people are consciously aware of the distinction between a target and

decoy, that creates an asymmetric dominance. In DFE, however, it may be hard for people to

notice a subtle distinction between the target and the decoy option, which obviates the possi-

bility for a decoy effect [16]. Indeed, when participants were able to identify the dominance

relationship between the options, those making DFE also exhibited a decoy effect similar to

those in the DFD condition [16,18].

These finding raises the possibility that a description-experience gap in our paradigm

might be more likely to be observed if the context rates were more similar to the focal rates.

Imagine, for example, that the focal and context rates differed only by a few percentage points.

In DFD, this difference would still be easily noticed and could produce contrast effects. How-

ever, in DFE, participants might never notice this difference and therefore the DFE condition

might never produce reliable contrast effects.

Additional findings

Change in contrast effect across blocks. Thus far, we have said little about another fea-

ture of the contrast effects detected in the DART studies. Namely, the contrast effects were

robust in early blocks and faded over the latter blocks, and this pattern was not moderated by

learning format. The fact that the contrast effects in the DFD and DFE condition were highly

similar even immediately after the learning phase is notable. It removes a concern that the lack

of differences (regrading contrast effects) between the DFD and DFE conditions was because

both conditions have similar experiences within the test blocks. The general attenuation of the

contrast effects across blocks could have various causes, but we suspect that the repeated

valenced feedback per trial played a role. By “valenced feedback” we are referring to the fact

that witnessing the outcome of each trial gave people positive or negative feedback—i.e., they

either did or did not have a proper expectation about (and made a good decision in light of)

whether the hazard would or would not cause harm. This self-relevant, valenced feedback

throughout the test trials might have helped correct biased expectations that they held in ear-

lier trials.

Main effect of learning format in likelihood judgments. An interesting, albeit tangential

finding regarding likelihood judgments in both studies was a main effect of learning format.

Participants gave lower likelihood judgments when they had learned about a hazard via

description than via experience. Such finding is at odds with the fact that there was no descrip-

tion-experience gap in risky choices. A potential reason for this discrepancy in description-

experience gap across the measures may be that likelihood judgments were differentially

impacted by numeric anchors [50] depending on the learning format, whereas risky choices

were not impacted by anchors.

Unlike participants in DFD conditions, those in DFE conditions were not explicitly given

information that could work as a convenient initial anchor—such as explicit numerical

descriptions of the hazards’ riskiness—which can be mapped onto the numerical and verbal

likelihood scale relatively easily. Given the lack of such numerical anchors, combined with a

high level of uncertainty in the actual risk rate, participants in the DFE condition may have
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relied on arbitrary mid-range probabilities as a possible starting point for their responses. An

insufficient adjustment from this mid-range starting point may be why we observed overesti-

mation in likelihood judgments from those in the DFE condition compared to the DFD condi-

tion. On the other hand, risky choices would be less affected by an anchoring effect compared

to likelihood judgments, given that risky choices require dichotomous, rather than continuous

responses.

Limitations

The current studies are not without limitations. Perhaps the most notable limitation is that we

used the same probability levels (i.e., the rates at which the hazards caused harm) in both stud-

ies. The focal probability was always 33% and the context rates were either 20% or 46.7%–

exposing participants to hazards that varied only in two levels of riskiness. Despite being

restrictive, this was an intentional choice aimed at creating differences between contexts and

focal rates that could be noticed and learned. We also note that these focal and context rates

kept participants away from floor and ceiling effects in their patterns of responses. Further-

more, variation in the coin amount—combined with the two risk rates—created a diverse set

of expected values associated with risky and safe choices, keeping the participants’ decision

making task from becoming monotonous. With all this said, we acknowledge that future

research could greatly benefit from investigating how the response would change when a

wider range of options are included.

A second limitation is that the current task did not include a baseline condition in which

responses to the focal hazard were measured in isolation (i.e. in the absence of any context haz-

ard). Having a baseline condition involving only the focal hazard trials would have allowed

direct tests for context effects within each cell, which allows for symmetry claims, which we

did not make here (see [51]). It is technically possible that risky choice rates in a baseline con-

dition would be higher than in both of the context conditions, but this seems highly implausi-

ble. Even if this possibility was true, we would still be left with the fact that risky choice rates

were higher when the context hazard rates were higher (vs. lower) than the focal hazard rate—

which is a direction consistent with contrast and inconsistent with assimilation.

Conclusion

The information people need to make appropriate risky decisions is rarely straightforward.

Across many domains (e.g., medical, financial) people are required to compare a wide

range of risky options learned from diverse sources. Because real-life risky decisions often

involve threats or hazards about which people might make comparisons, it is crucial that

we understand how people incorporate and compare risk information acquired about dif-

ferent threats and involving different formats of information. Our project used the DART

paradigm as a means of instantiating some of the complexities of decision making environ-

ments while keeping a strong conceptual connection with well-established classical gam-

bling paradigms. With DART, we were able to examine how contextual information

influences perceptions of and responses to specific risks, and we directly compared these

influences under two important learning formats. We found contexts effects that fell in the

direction of contrast rather than assimilation. Importantly, in both experiments, these con-

trast effects did not differ whether the information about the hazards was acquired from

experience or from description. These findings favor theories of context effects that posit

mechanisms that are broad-based and would operate similarly under learning from

description vs. experience.
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